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Although various synthetic methodologies including organic synthesis, polymer chemistry, and materials science are the

main contributors to the production of functional materials, the importance of regulation of nanoscale structures for better

performance has become clear with recent science and technology developments. Therefore, a new research paradigm to

produce functional material systems from nanoscale units has to be created as an advancement of nanoscale science.

This task is assigned to an emerging concept, nanoarchitectonics, which aims to produce functional materials and

functional structures from nanoscale unit components. This can be done through combining nanotechnology with the

other research fields such as organic chemistry, supramolecular chemistry, materials science, and bio-related science. In

this review article, the basic-level of nanoarchitectonics is first presented with atom/molecular-level structure formations

and conversions from molecular units to functional materials. Then, two typical application-oriented nanoarchitectonics

efforts in energy-oriented applications and bio-related applications are discussed. Finally, future directions of the

molecular and materials nanoarchitectonics concepts for advancement of functional nanomaterials are briefly discussed.
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1. Atom/Molecular-Level Nanoarchitectonics, Observation

The smallest level of nanoarchitectonics events occurs at the atom/molecular scales . Molecular-scale events such as

chemical reactions and molecular associations have been investigated traditionally by various spectral methods through

collecting average information of numerous molecules in solution. However, rapid developments of probe microscopies

and electron microscopes enable us to directly observe individual molecules and their behaviour. Atom/molecular-level

nanoarchitectonics can be evaluated on the basis of direct observations.

Harano and co-authors have demonstrated various examples on observation of molecular behaviours with high spatial

precisions and ultrashort resolutions using their technique, single-molecule atomic-resolution real-time electron

microscopic (SMART-EM) with image recording . For example, a single molecular level mechanical motions with sub-

angstrom and sub-millisecond precision were recorded. Real-time recordings of nanoscale motions are realized using a

fast camera with the aid of a denoising algorithm. Nanoarchitectonics design of entrapped fullerene molecules

(C  molecules) within a carbon tube revealed shuttling and rotating behaviours of a single C  molecule (Figure 1) .

The molecular motions are coupled with carbon nanotube vibrations and can be observed in real-time mode with spatial

resolution of 0.01 nm and standard error in time of 0.9 msec. The observed motions exhibited non-linear and stochastic

natures and were often non-repeatable. This research revealed a molecular-level relationship between work and energy

that had not been detected previously with time-averaged measurements and microscopic observations. In the used

nanoarchitectonics motif, the carbon nanotube container and the entrapped C  molecules behaved together as a

mechanical coupled oscillator to show characteristics of chaotic systems. These observations would explain the infrequent

and stochastic motional behaviours of molecules attached to a carbon nanotube.
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Figure 1. Nanoarchitectonics designs (models) of entrapment of fullerene molecules (C  molecules) within a carbon tube

for single-molecule atomic-resolution real-time electron microscopic (SMART-EM) with image recording.

Harano and co-workers also reported a single molecular level observation of molecular attachment to a surface of a

carbon nanohorn (Figure 2) . This chemical fishhook could capture a single molecule from its solution and transfer the

captured molecule into the nm-scale view field of the electron microscope, which are essential processes in the SMART-

EM technique. As the initial stem of the chemical fishhook, an aromatic group was installed on the surface of carbon

nanohorns through the selective attachment reaction of in-situ-generated aryl radicals from arylamines to strained parts of

the graphitic surface with negative and positive curvatures.

Figure 2. Molecular attachment to a surface of a carbon nanohorn for a single molecular level observation.

The other molecular moieties can be further attached through amide bond formation and/or be assembled upon van der

Waals interaction from their solution. The aryl group was reacted perpendicular to the graphitic carbon nanohorn surface

and otherwise physisorbed on the surface. Characteristics of a biradical resonance between two bowl-like strained

pentagon moieties connected by aromatic linker were expected, but monoradical addition was only observed on the most

strained apex of the carbon nanohorn. The second radical site may accept a hydrogen atom from the solvent used.

Fundamentals of coordination processes can be investigated with this technique. Atomic-level structure analyses on

prenucleation clusters in syntheses of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) were carried out using the SMART-EM

technique by Harano and co-workers (Figure 3) . As representative examples, two MOF structures (MOF-2 and MOF-5)

can be obtained from the same precursors—zinc nitrate and benzene dicarboxylic acid—in dimethylformamide under

different conditions.
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Figure 3. Two MOF structures (MOF-2 and MOF-5) obtained from the same precursors, zinc nitrate and benzene

dicarboxylic acid in dimethylformamide under different conditions.

This research revealed processes to differentiate these two MOFs formation at resolution level at a single prenucleation

cluster. Two different types of the prenucleation clusters were detected in the formation processes for MOF-2 and MOF-5

at 95 °C and 120 °C, respectively. Formation of a small amount of 1-nm-size cube and cube-like prenucleation clusters

was identified during MOF-5 synthesis processes. These prenucleation clusters were in turn not detected in the MOF-2

formation process where linear and square prenucleation clusters were only found. Bifurcation between MOF-2 and MOF-

5 was initiated even at the atomic structure level of prenucleation clusters. These basic structure features are

nanoarchitected into crystal-level morphologies with square MOF-2 and the cubic MOF-5 lattices. Initiation of

nanoarchitectonics process from metal ions and ligands to macroscopic MOF materials can be visualized by forefront

microscopic techniques in the current technology.

2. Atom/Molecular-Level Nanoarchitectonics, Synthesis

Molecular level nanoarchitectonics are driven by non-covalent molecular associations and/or covalent organic reactions.

Some innovative molecular-level nanoarchitectonics approaches from nanocarbon-related molecular nanoarchitectonics

are exemplified below. As an example of the molecular association approach, Toyota et al. reported successful

preparation of a nano-Saturn structure through supramolecular association between anthracene macrocyclic ring and

ellipsoidal C  molecule (Figure 4) . Unlike typical supramolecular complex such as alkali ion trap by crown ethers,

weaker CH-π interactions have significant contributions in this ring-body supramolecular complex. Association constant of

C  molecules to the anthracene macrocyclic ring was twice larger than that for complex formation with C  molecule. the

central fullerene guest can float from the center of the ring without causing serious deterioration of their binding constant.

This nanoarchitectonics motif is advantageous to form supramolecular complexes with non-spherical fullerenes.
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Figure 4. Nano-Saturn through supramolecular association between anthracene macrocyclic ring and ellipsoidal

C  molecule.

Several recent examples have demonstrated the contributions of skilled organic synthesis approaches to

nanoarchitectonics to produce nanocarbon materials. Segawa and co-workers successfully demonstrated the synthesis of

a carbon nanobelt, which is a closed loop of fully fused edge-sharing benzene rings (Figure 5A) . The carbon nanobelt

was synthesized through iterative Wittig reactions that were followed by a nickel-mediated aryl-aryl coupling reaction. It is

expected to further nanoarchitect carbon nanotube materials with well-defined structures using the carbon nanobelt

molecules as seed units. Carbon nanotube materials with uniform diameter and single chirality would be produced upon

programmed synthesis with carbon nanobelt derivatives. Sun, and co-workers also demonstrated the synthesis of

cylindrical C H  molecules with 40 benzene (phenine) units bonded mutually at the 1, 3, and 5 positions as a finite

phenine nanotube with periodic vacancy defects (Figure 5B) . Nanoarchitecting carbon nanotubes with electronic

properties modulatable by periodic vacancy defects upon fusion of the synthesized cylinder molecules were suggested by

computational approaches.

Figure 5. (A) Carbon nanobelt with a closed loop of fully fused edge-sharing benzene rings; (B) Cylindrical

C H  molecule with 40 benzene (phenine) units bonded mutually at the 1, 3, and 5 positions.

Nanoarchitectonics from organic molecules to two-dimensional nanocarbon has been also investigated as exemplified in a

recent review article by Xu et al. . Synthesis of the structure-defined graphene nanoribbons was accomplished

through fusion of discrete polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons at a solid surface. Therefore, this type of synthetic approach
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is often called on-surface synthesis. Figure 6 shows one example where precursor molecules with a dimethyltetracene

core and two bromoanthryl units were fused into structure-defined graphene nanoribbons. Precisely prepared graphene

nanostructures including graphene nanoribbons and graphene quantum dots are capable of having open bandgaps

because of their quantum confinement effect. This characteristic is much different from zero-bandgap graphene and is

attractive for semiconductor-related applications such as optoelectronics and nanoelectronics. However, preparation of

precisely structurally controlled graphene nanostructures is difficult with conventional material processing. Bottom-up

nanoarchitectonics from molecular precursors to well-defined nanocarbon with on surface synthesis would open many

possibilities of nanocarbon technology.

Figure 6. Fusion of molecules with a dimethyltetracene core and two bromoanthryl units into structure defined graphene

nanoribbons.

Kawai and co-workers demonstrated on-surface synthesis for regioisomeric graphene nanoribbons through fusion of two

kinds of precursor molecules (Figure 7) . Three different regioisomeric junctions were synthesized from 10,10’-dibromo-

9,9’-bianthryl and 1,3,6,8-tetrabromopyrene on a Au (111) surface. When a sufficient amount of 10,10’-dibromo-9,9’-

bianthryl relative to 1,3,6,8-tetrabromopyrene was supplied, 10,10’-dibromo-9,9’-bianthryl molecules were reacted at

bromo-substituted sites in 1,3,6,8-tetrabromopyrene through an Ullmann-type reaction. Depending on the geometric

relation between two reaction sites, subsequent cyclodehydrogenation upon high-temperature annealing resulted in

graphene nanoribbon junctions with different connecting angles. Further analyses by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy

with a CO-terminated tip with the aid of density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed chemical structures and the

electronic properties of these structure-defined graphene nanoribbons. The demonstrated nanoarchitectonics strategy

would be applied to the other units to produce various carbon nanostructures. Nakamura et al. reported the synthesis of

π-extended diaza[8]circulene through a combination of in-solution and on-surface syntheses (Figure 8) . The final form

of π-extended diaza[8]circulene possessing six hexagons and two pentagons cannot be obtained only with solution-based

reaction processes. The final cyclodehydrogenation step has to be done on a Au(111) surface.
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Figure 7. Three different regioisomeric junctions synthesized from 10,10’-dibromo-9,9’-bianthryl and 1,3,6,8-

tetrabromopyrene on Au (111) surface.

Figure 8. Synthesis of π-extended diaza[8]circulene through on-surface syntheses on a Au(111) surface.

In more advanced approaches to organic molecular nanoarchitectonics, tip-induced reactions have been investigated.

Organic syntheses are mediated through molecular manipulations using the tip of probe microscopes that is called local

probe chemistry. In a recent example reported by Kawai et al., three-dimensional graphene nanoribbons were first

prepared by on-surface chemical reaction and tip-induced debromination with substitution reaction were demonstrated

(Figure 9) . The debromination process resulted in unstable radical species through cleaving the out-of-plane C-Br

bond. The local probe chemistry was carried out at low temperature under ultra-high vacuum, which stabilized unstable

debrominated radical species. Subsequently, a fullerene C  molecule attached to the tip apex of the probe was directly

transferred to the reactive radical site on graphene nanoribbon to complete substitution reactions. This example implies

that nanoscale science would play important roles even in organic chemistry, which would enable us to synthesize target

molecules through even atom-by-atom nanoarchitectonics.
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Figure 9. Tip-induced debromination with substitution reaction with fullerene molecule were at three-dimensional

graphene nanoribbon.

Tip-mediated manipulations can be applicable to inorganic semiconductor materials as reported by Hasegawa and co-

workers who proposed a nanoarchitectonics strategy to control the numbers of dopant atoms within solid electrolyte

nanostructures (Figure 10) . A Pt tip was positioned above α-Ag S nanodots as a model system with non-

stoichiometry excess dopants at a tunnelling distance. Electrochemical precipitation of Ag atoms to form a Ag protrusion

was initiated when the bias voltage was increased to 100 mV. Step heights of protrusion growth corresponded to multiples

of single atomic plane of Ag (111) and finally reached to equilibrated height at the given bias. These stepwise

precipitations of Ag resulted in tuning of the numbers of excess dopants at an atomic level. As the results, atom-by-atom-

level tuning of electrochemical potential energy can be achieved. The proposed nanoarchitectonics approach to

manipulate the numbers of dopant atoms in solid electrolyte materials upon control of applied bias leads to discrete

regulation of electrical properties of nanomaterials. Eventually, this could become a promising method to develop

nanomaterial devices with single ion/atom transfer capability.

Figure 10. Nanoarchitectonics strategy to control the numbers of dopant atoms within solid electrolyte nanostructures

using a Pt tip.
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Another target of atomic-level precise nanoarchitectonics would be synthesis of metal clusters with discrete numbers of

atoms. Ultimately, functional metal clusters are desirably prepared in ultraprecise control of their size at a single atom

level. In a recent review article by Imaoka and Yamamoto , chemical approaches to synthesize atomically precise

metal clusters are discussed. Their strategies basically utilized basicity gradient within structurally defined dendrimers to

which metal ions can be coordinated. In the case of the dendrimer template depicted in Figure 11, 12 metal ions can be

complexed at the coordination sites up to the dendrimer second layer and 28 atoms can coordinate up to the third layer.

Based on the clear differences of the basicity of coordination sites between the second and third layers, discrete numbers

of metal ions were isolated within the dendrimer cores to give metal cluster with precisely controlled number (12 atoms).

For example, synthesis with use of phenylazomethine-based dendrimer template provided atomically controlled Pt

clusters on the basis of sufficient basicity gradient strength of the dendrimer template.

Figure 11. Structurally defined dendrimer cores to give metal cluster with precisely controlled number (12 atoms).

These examples demonstrate various types of atom/molecular-level nanoarchitectonics to create functional structures and

materials from atomic and molecular structural unites. In addition to chemical techniques and surface sciences,

nanotechnological tools such as tips of probe microscopies are used in advanced examples. Although organic syntheses

are recognized as well-established research fields, advanced nanoscale technique can open new pages even in this

classic science. This would be a successful nanoarchitectonics example of field fusion between nanotechnology and

traditional science.

3. Nanoarchitectonics toward Materials

In order to prepare functional systems useful in many occasions, conversion from molecular units (or nanomaterial units)

to functional materials is a crucial process. In such conversions, reflection of structural and functional features of

nanounits is important to keep the high functions in material level. These nanoarchitectonics processes from nano to

materials have potential contributions to many research fields including supramolecular chemistry  and

materials chemistry  although they were not recognized as parts of nanoarchitectonics. However, many of

them bear features of material-level nanoarchitectonics. For preparation for nanofeature-bearing functional materials,

various assistant factors such as guiding by template structures and asymmetrical structure formation at interfacial

environments have important roles in addition to conventional self-assembly.

For example, Kawai and co-workers successfully synthesized ultrathin Au nanowires in aqueous systems with guiding of

molecular assemblies of ascorbic acid derivatives, and subsequent alignment of the synthesized Au nanowires with

precise intervals was demonstrated (Figure 12) . Au nanowires with a diameter of ca. 1.7 nm were fabricated through

an oriented attachment growth mechanism. Ascorbic acid derivatives with octadecyl chains weakly attached on the

Au(111) crystal face induced oriented growth of the Au nanowire. Elongation of the nanowires was effectively facilitated in
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the presence of Cl  ions to give nanowires with a length of over a few µm. Drying processes of the aqueous Au nanowire

solutions on a solid substrate resulted in parallel allays of the Au nanowires with regular wire-by-wire intervals. Mainly

narrow intervals of 2.9 nm and wide intervals of 9.1 nm were observed. The former intervals (2.9 nm) correspond to the

bthickness of the interdigitated bilayer of the ascorbic acid derivatives. Formation of a non-interdigitated four layer (double

bilayer) between the Au nanowires can explain the wide interval (9.1 nm). These examples demonstrate that simple

amphiphile assemblies can guide the formation of micro-level structures with sub-nanometer-level internal structural

precision.

Figure 12. Parallel allays of the Au nanowires with regular wire-by-wire intervals (models) with narrow interval of 2.9 nm

and wide interval of 9.1 nm, corresponding to interdigitated bilayer and non-interdigitated four layer of the ascorbic acid

derivatives, respectively.

A similar guiding method can be applied to other material systems. As summarized an extensive recent review article by

Akagi , chiral conjugate polymer materials with the guide of chiral liquid crystalline templates. Helical screw

directions (materials chirality) can be selected by the chiral dopants in liquid crystals. Controlled helical structures of

conjugated polymers was led to chiroptical properties such as circularly polarized luminescence. Furthermore, helical

conjugate polymer materials can be converted into graphitic carbons without causing structural deteriorations of the

original helical structures by iodine-doped carbonization.

Interfaces are nice playgrounds to produce various functional material properties . Nanoarchitectonics at interfaces is

advantageous for delicate tuning of functions . For example, Ajayaghosh and co-workers delicately nanoarchitected the

surface of conventional alumina materials to regenerate the bio-like wettability functions of rose petal and lotus leaf effects

(Figure 13) . The former effect induces sticky water droplets through droplets pinned on surface nanostructures, and

slippery water droplets are observed with the latter effect with droplet sitting on the top surface of the nanostructures.

Intrinsically hydrophilic aluminum surface was first modified with (E)-4,4’-(diazene-1,2-diyl)bis(4,1-

phenylene))bis(oxy)dibutanoic acid to give a water contact angle of 145° with high contact angle hysteresis of ±69°

advantageous for water sticking. Further coordination with Zn  ions resulted in a higher contact angle to water (165°) and

lower contact angle hysteresis (±2°) for water slipping. In both the cases, coating with an aromatic bis-aldehyde with

alkoxy chain substituents were required to express rose petal and lotus leaf effects. This adduct worked as nanowaxy

cuticle in naturally occurring systems. Surface nanoarchitectonics with light tuning of modification and coating structures

can convert conventional alumina materials into bio-like functional surfaces.
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Figure 13. Surface nanoarchitectonics of conventional alumina materials to regenerate bio-like wettability functions of

rose petal and lotus leaf effects where single molecule in assembled structure is only depicted.

Liquid surfaces such as gas-liquid interfaces and liquid-liquid interfaces have several advantages for nanoarchitectonics

processes from molecular/nanomaterial level to functional materials. Interfacial environments between two immiscible

liquids would give encountering opportunities for molecular components with different solvent affinities. These situations

are well suited to nanoarchitect two-dimensional metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)  and covalent organic

frameworks (COFs) . Drastic changes of component solubilities at liquid-liquid interfaces are used for materials

nanoarchitectonics through liquid-liquid interfacial precipitation. For example, upon the liquid-liquid interfacial precipitation,

fullerene molecules (C , C  and so on) can be nanoarchitected into various nano and microstructures  including

one-dimensional rods/tubes/whiskers , two-dimensional sheets , three-dimensional cubes , hierarchical

structures such as rod-on-cube  and hole-in-cube , and the other integrated structures .

4. Langmuir-Blodgett Nanoarchitectonics

As one of the typical thin film nanoarchitectonics methods, the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique  is basically

used at the air-water interface, where molecular recognition capabilities are drastically enhanced as compared with bulk

aqueous phase , which has been demonstrated experimentally , spectroscopically , and

theoretically . This nature can be used for preparation of two-dimensional molecular patterns which have

macroscopic lateral dimensions and sub-nanometer-level internal pattern structures . Highly anisotropic motional

freedoms at the air-water interface enable us to manipulate molecules by macroscopic motion like hand motion .

Macroscopic motions such as sub-meter-level compression and expansion of Langmuir monolayer in lateral direction can

be coupled with molecular-level functions within nanometer-level thickness at the air-water interface. Regulation of

molecular machines  by hand-like macroscopic mechanical motions such as reversible guest capture , enantio-

selective amino acid discrimination , faint tuning of nucleic acid base recognition , control of fluorescence resonance

energy transfer , molecular rotor rotation , molecular pliers operation , molecular flapping , and nanocar

actions  have been actually demonstrated. As depicted in Figure 14, faint orientational changes of double-paddled

binuclear Pt  complexes through macroscopic mechanical compression of their monolayer at the air-water interface .

Molecular-level orientation change of the binuclear Pt  complexes into chromophore emergence from water through

molecular flapping from perpendicular to parallel was successfully induced accompanied with a drastic increase of

phosphorescence. This emission increase by floating-up molecules from aqueous phase is called submarine emission.
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Figure 14. Faint orientational changes of double-paddled binuclear Pt  at the air-water interface from perpendicular to

parallel accompanied with drastic increase of phosphorescence, as called submarine emission.

With dynamic process at the air-water interface, molecular precursors can be converted into structure-controlled

nanomaterials as exemplified in Figure 15 . In this case, carbon ring molecule (9,9’,10,10’-tetrabutoxycyclo-[6]-

paraphenylene-[2]-3,6-phenanthrenylene) was selected as a molecular precursor. A molecular film of the carbon ring

molecule was first spread through dropping its chloroform solution onto a water with a vortex rotating motion. This is

called the vortex Langmuir-Blodgett (vortex LB) method . Two-dimensional uniform thin films of carbon ring molecules

were formed with the aid of vortex motion of the water phase. Analyses on the transferred film from the water surface onto

a solid substrate revealed a uniform ultrathin nature (thickness of ca. 10 nm and width of tens of micrometers) and

insulative properties. Calcination of the transferred film at 850 °C for 3 h under a N  gas flow successfully converted the

assembled film from a nanocarbon film without any structural deterioration accompanied with drastic increase of electrical

conductivity (1.98 × 10  Sm ). Addition of pyridine during the initial vortex LB process efficiently resulted in nitrogen-

doped carbon nanosheets with further increase of conductivity. Easy nanoarchitectonics methods from simple molecules

into nitrogen-doped carbon nanosheet would become useful for preparation of efficient catalysts for oxygen reduction

reactions in fuel cell applications.
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Figure 15. Nanoarchitectonics for preparation of carbon nanosheet from carbon ring molecule (9,9’,10,10’-tetrabutoxy-

cyclo-[6]-paraphenylene-[2]-3,6-phenanthrenylene) through vortex Langmuir-Blodgett (vortex LB) method and calcination

at 850 °C under N  gas flow.

In nanoarchitectonics processes from molecules to materials, regulation of molecular orientations within the

nanoarchitected materials becomes key one of the important key factor for functions. As described in a recent review

article by Kido and co-workers , molecular orientation is an indispensable factor to achieve high performances in

organic light-emitting devices. They even expect that molecular engineering to nanoarchitect horizontal molecular

orientation would open a golden era of vibrant research for organic light-emitting devices. Therefore, nanoarchitectonics

methods to achieve well-controlled molecular orientation in materials such as ultrathin films become crucially important.

Some established techniques such as the LB method  and layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly  have been

applied to this task. However, fabrication of functional molecules and polymers into well-organized high quality thin films is

not always easy, unlike conventional assembly of lipid molecules. Functional molecules with conjugated aromatic cores

tend to form undesirable aggregates even in these conventional fabrication processes for ultrathin films.

Very recently, Ito et al. have demonstrated a breakthrough method, the 100 °C-Langmuir-Blodgett (100-LB) method, to

fabricate highly oriented uniform ultrathin films of polymeric semiconductors (Figure 16) . In common sense of science

and technology, a conventional LB method is conducted at around room temperature. Because of unavoidable

disturbances by vapours of water as a subphase liquid, LB processes above 40 °C are usually unfavourable. This

limitation of operational temperature ranges is not advantageous to suppress undesirable aggregations of aromatic

conjugate molecules. Ito et al. used ethylene glycol as a solvent for the subphase instead of water. The liquid range of

ethylene glycol (−12.9 to 197.3 °C) led to a wide operational temperature for the LB technique where relatively low vapor

pressures and high surface tensions can be maintained. Actually, LB film preparation was demonstrated up to 100 °C

using a polymeric semiconductor molecule, poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)-thiophene] (PBTTT),

which is known as a highly aggregative polymers with low solubility.
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Figure 16. A novel method, 100 °C-Langmuir-Blodgett (100-LB) technique to fabricate highly oriented uniform ultrathin

films with edge-on orientation of polymeric semiconductors, poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)-thiophene]

(PBTTT), on ethylene glycol as a solvent for subphase.

Thin films of this polymeric semiconductors were prepared through Langmuir-Schaefer-type transfer of surface films that

were compressed after spreading at various temperatures up to 100 °C. LB films with defined thickness with high

homogeneity over millimeter scales were obtained. Observation of the film surface morphology by laser confocal

microscopy verified this high film homogeneity. High contrast in polarized optical microscopy images with different

polarization angle implied significant orientation of the film where the main chains of polymeric semiconductor was highly

oriented at least in a length scale of several hundred micrometer. Further analyses of the LB films with grazing incidence

X-ray diffractions and grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering revealed uniaxially aligned highly crystalline nature

with edge-on lamellar orientation that is desirable for facilitated charge transport. The degree of crystallinity and alignment

the LB films of the polymeric semiconductor tended to be enhanced with the increase of process temperature. The

mobilities along the direction parallel to main polymer chains for the LB films prepared at 80 °C were obtained as high as

0.54 cm V s . The obtained values are much higher than those observed for conventional thin films and that for room-

temperature prepared LB film (0.17 cm V s ). The mobility parallel to main chains of the polymeric semiconductor in LB

films prepared at 80 °C was eight times higher than that measured for the perpendicular direction to the main chains in the

same LB film. These facts clearly proves the excellent performances of the polymeric semiconductor films based on

higher degree of crystallinity and unidirectional properties through nanoarchitectonics of the high temperature LB

technique.

As mentioned above, nanoarchitectonics from molecules to materials can produce various possibilities of functional

materials with inside nano-organized structure. Interfacial processes that often play important roles in the fabrication of

materials with nanostructure-based functions .
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